Abstract. Multimedia delivery systems, such as Content Distribution Networks (CDNs), improve by knowing the geographic location of their clients. Therefore, we focus on a measurement-based geographic location service of Internet hosts. Such a service infers host locations from delay measurements taken from probe machines toward landmarks, which are hosts with a known geographic location, and the host to be located. We aim at mitigating the number of measurements generated in the network. We propose a two-tier hierarchical structure of landmarks to geographically locate an Internet host as opposed to a flat structure. In our two-tier structure, the upper level mitigates long distance measurements and the lower level keeps measurements within restricted areas. As a consequence, the two-tier geographic location structure significantly reduces the number of measurements and thereby it favors scalability.
Introduction
Geographically locating an Internet host from its IP address enables a diversified and interesting new class of location-aware applications. Examples of such Internet applications are targeted advertising on web pages, announce of local events and regional weather, or authorization of transactions only when performed from pre-established locations. In peer-to-peer networks, location-aware construction of overlay networks can avoid unnecessary high latency hops, thus improving routing performance [1] . Multimedia delivery systems, such as Content Distribution Networks (CDNs), can also benefit from knowing the location of their clients [2] . For example, benefits include the indication of nearby servers to clients or the location-based adaptation of the multimedia content.
A DNS-based approach to provide a geographic location service of Internet hosts is proposed in RFC 1876 [3] . This proposition, however, is not widely adopted since it requires changes in DNS structure and administrators have no motivation to register new location records. Different techniques [4] infer the geographic location of an Internet host from DNS names, from clustering the IP address space with BGP prefix information, or from delay measurements.
We focus on inferring the geographic location of an Internet host from delay measurements. The measurement-based location estimation of a host is based on the observation that hosts sharing similar delays to some fixed probe machines tend to be near each other geographically. Given a set of landmarks, which are hosts with a known geographic location, the location estimation for a target host is the location of the landmark with the most similar delay pattern to the host. Accuracy basically depends on the placement of landmarks and probe machines [5] . Previous works, such as Geoping in [4] , use a flat structure of landmarks to locate Internet hosts from delay measurements. Nevertheless, this flat structure imposes a great measurement load in the network [6] .
In this paper, we propose a two-tier hierarchical structure of landmarks to mitigate the number of measurements generated in the network to perform a location estimation. Although the use of hierarchies is a known technique in general, it has never to the best of our knowledge been applied in the context of measurement-based geographic location of Internet hosts. In our two-tier proposed approach, landmarks are disposed in two levels. At the upper level, we place few landmarks to determine a coarse-grained location estimation of hosts. At the lower level, we adopt subsets of landmarks to cover restricted areas indicated by the upper level. We use the lower level to possibly improve the accuracy of the location estimation achieved by the upper level. Results show that the proposed two-tier structure significantly reduces the number of measurements with respect to the flat structure. This favors the scalability of the two-tier proposition.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the previous flat structure used to estimate the location of hosts from delay measurements. In Section 3, we describe the design of the two-tier geographic location of Internet hosts. We evaluate the proposed two-tier structure as opposed to the flat structure in Section 4. In Section 5, we present our conclusions.
Flat Measurement-Based Host Location
We formalize the flat measurement-based host location as follows. Consider a set L = {L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L K } of K landmarks. Landmarks are any reference hosts able to echo ping messages and with a well known geographic location. Consider a set P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P N } of N probe machines. Fig. 1 illustrates the steps in inferring a host location from delay measurements using a flat structure, which are detailed along this section. The N probe machines perform delay measurements toward the flat structure of K landmarks ( Fig. 1(a) ). Each probe machine P x keeps a delay vector
T to the set of K landmarks. Given a host T to be located, the location server asks each probe machine to measure the delay to host T ( Fig. 1(b) ). Each probe machine then returns to the location server a new delay vector
T , which is composed by the delay vector d x and the just measured delay to host T (Fig. 1(c) ). After receiving the delay vectors from the N probe machines, the location server is able to construct the delay matrix D with dimensions (K + 1) × N :
The delay vectors gathered by the demanding location server from the probe machines correspond to the columns of the delay matrix D. The location server then compares the lines of the delay matrix D to estimate the location of host T . Geoping [4] uses Euclidean distance as a means to find the landmark with the most similar delay pattern with respect to the one of the host to be located. In other words, the landmark L with the smallest Euclidean distance
2 from host T , where y = 1, . . . , K, is the nearest landmark with respect to T . The location of the landmark L is used as the location estimation of the host T ( Fig. 1(d) ).
The accuracy of the location estimation in the flat structure basically depends on the location and on the number of the landmarks. Better location estimations for most hosts need a large number of landmarks. Nevertheless, augmenting the number of landmarks considerably increases the number of measurements generated in the network. To model this, let ∆ denote the time interval adopted by the probe machines to periodically gather the delay from the landmarks of the set L. For the flat structure, the total number of measurement messages M flat to estimate the location of t hosts in a time interval τ is
The multiplicative factor 2 when evaluating the number of measurement messages is used to take into account that each ping measurement is actually composed by two messages, i.e. the ECHO REQUEST and the ECHO RESPONSE messages. It should also be noted that each measurement may consist of one to several delay samples, but only the minimum value is considered to avoid delays due to network congestion. In the case we send w ping packets to estimate the minimum RTT between a probe machine and a landmark, the amount of measurement traffic injected in the network is actually given by w × M flat . In our analysis, we consider w = 1 for simplicity without affecting the relative performance of the flat and the two-tier structures.
The minimum number of measurement messages M min flat to estimate the location of t hosts in a flat structure is
3 Two-Tier Geographic Host Location
The two-tier hierarchical structure we propose aims at mitigating the number of measurements generated in the network. At the upper level of the hierarchical structure we place few landmarks that are sparsely distributed to reduce long distance measurements. Each landmark covers a large coverage distance, leading to a coarse-grained location estimation. The subsets of landmarks at the lower level are obtained by decreasing the coverage distance of the landmarks located in the upper level. Thereby, we obtain a more accurate location estimation at the lower level. The set of probe machines remain unchanged with respect to the flat structure. The main user agglomerations worldwide are considered as candidate sites to place the landmarks (further details are given in Section 4.1). We adopt the notation described in Table 1 to determine the distribution of landmarks through these agglomerations in a general hierarchical structure with q levels. This hierarchical structure leads to the subsets L q s of the set of landmarks L as given by
In the two-tier structure, we have a unique set L s landmarks, for all s. We place landmarks in the two-tier structure according to the user population distribution, extending the demographic placement policy proposed in [5] from a flat to a two-tier structure. The basic idea behind the demographic placement is to place landmarks following the user distribution to reflect where most hosts to be located are. Recent findings [7] indicate a strong correlation between population and router density in economically developed countries. Using the notation from 
The objective function (5) maximizes the number of users nearby a placed landmark in the level q and is subject to the following constraints:
The constraint (6) states that users at the agglomeration i are covered at level q if at least one site that covers agglomeration i is selected to host a landmark of level q. The constraint (7) stipulates that we locate no more than K q s landmarks at each subset s of level q. The constraints (8) and (9) are the constraints of integrality for the decision variables Z q and X q . In a hierarchical structure of landmarks, for a given target host, the number of measurements to locate it depends on the user (host) distribution and on the required accuracy of the location estimation. If some agglomerations have more users (hosts) than others, it is likely that measurements toward the landmarks covering these agglomerations would be more frequent. Supposing that each host has an equal probability of being located, the probability p 
expresses the likelihood of falling into a specific subset s of landmarks located at level q. In the two-tier structure, since q = 2, we have the probabilities p reflects the probability of using the first subset (s = 1) of the lower level (q = 2) to refine the location estimation. Therefore, for the two-tier structure, where we have two levels (q = 2) and just one subset of landmarks at the upper level, we formulate the probability p 2 s as
Knowing the probability of falling into each subset of landmarks of the lower level allows us to evaluate the measurement load of the two-tier structure. The expected average minimum number of measurement messages in the two-tier structure to estimate the location of t hosts is
It should be noted that the subsets of landmarks L q s are not necessarily disjoints. In the two-tier case, nothing prevents a landmark L to represent a large region at the upper level, i.e. being an element of L 1 1 , and to also be comprised in some subset L 2 s at the lower level to serve as a possible location estimation. In this case, we have then
If the same landmark is present at the two levels, it is unnecessary to perform two measurements toward this landmark. The parameter c s controls this case to avoid considering twice a measurement that has been only performed once.
Evaluation

Experimental Setting
For our experiments, the main urban agglomerations spread worldwide are considered since they are likely to offer the highest concentration of users. We consider all urban agglomerations with more than one million inhabitants in a total of 407 agglomerations [8] . It is known that the Internet infrastructure varies dramatically across different regions throughout the world. Therefore, we weight the populations of the different urban agglomerations with the number of Internet users in the country the agglomeration belongs to over the total population of the country. In applying this weight, we estimate the main user agglomerations worldwide to be used in our experiments. We denote as A the set with these user agglomerations. The set A represents the 407 main user agglomerations, totalizing 173,696,253 estimated users. The mean distance between each pair of elements in A is 8167 km. Data on estimations of the Internet users and total population of each country are available in [9] .
Algorithm 1 Greedy approach to the Maximum Covering Location Model
Find A ∈ A that covers the most uncovered demand 4:
Set C ⊆ A as the set of agglomerations covered by A 5:
L ← L ∪ A; A ← A − C 6: end while 7: L is the set of K landmarks
Building the Two-Tier Structure
At the upper level of the two-tier structure, we maximize the number of covered users (hosts) for a limited number of landmarks. This results in a Maximum Covering Location Model (MCLM) [10] . We adopt the greedy approach outlined in Algorithm 1 to solve the MCLM problem with time complexity O(|A| 2 K). The algorithm greedily places landmarks to cover the most uncovered demand until K landmarks are placed. Thereby, we determine the landmark set L At the lower level of the two-tier structure, we perform a set coverage [10] within each of the large areas covered by the upper level. In other words, each landmark placed at the upper level considers a large coverage distance to cover a large number of hosts. For each area covered by a landmark of the upper level, we place extra landmarks to cover with a smaller coverage distance all agglomerations within this restricted area. We therefore determine the landmark subsets L q s that compose the lower level.
Results
First we compare the minimum number of measurement messages in the flat and in the two-tier hierarchical structure following Equations (3) and (12). The presented results are for 10 probe machines locating one target host. We consider G the target coverage distance for the final location estimation. Therefore, given a base value for G, we build the upper level of the two-tier structure with a value α × G. We use the multiplicative factor α to control the relationship between the upper and the lower levels in the two-tier hierarchical structure. For the upper level, we solve the Maximum Covering Location Model with the value α × G as the coverage distance in Algorithm 1. For the lower level, we perform a set coverage using G as the coverage distance over each one of the large areas associated with landmarks from the upper level. In other words, we establish landmarks at the lower level that cover areas with a coverage distance G within the areas delimited by α × G indicated by the landmarks at the upper level. In order to achieve comparability between the flat and the two-tier structures, we build the flat structure with the same number of resulting landmarks at the lower level of the two-tier structure with a coverage distance of G. and 250 km with multiplicative factors α of 2 and 5. To obtain the data shown in Fig. 2 , we fix the base coverage distance G. For a given α, we place at the upper level 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 landmarks and then we show the respective number of landmarks at the lower level of the two-tier structure. With i K 2 i landmarks at the lower level, we use this same number in the flat structure and then we compare the resulting volume of measurement messages.
The two-tier structure significantly mitigates the number of measurements generated in the network. The flat structure has a linear increase in the number of measurements as a function of the number of landmarks. Meanwhile, results for the two-tier structure present a much slower increase in the volume of measurement traffic for the same number of landmarks. Therefore, the two-tier structure performs a much smaller amount of measurements to achieve a comparable number of possible location estimations. This result is a consequence of few measurements at the upper level to achieve a coarse-grained location estimation and limited measurements at the lower level within restricted areas. Hence, the two-tier structure contributes to enhance the scalability of a measurement-based geographic location service of Internet hosts. Fig. 3 presents the percentage of covered users achieved by the flat and two-tier structures. This metric represents how much of the user space each structure is able to cover within a given coverage distance. Our findings show that, for the same number of landmarks, the percentage of covered users in a flat structure is greater than in the two-tier structure. Nevertheless, this gap decreases for larger values of α (Fig. 3(d) ). From Fig. 3 , we can also estimate how many additional landmarks would be needed to the two-tier structure to cover the same number of users as the flat structure. Although the percentage of covered users in the flat structure is greater than in a two-tier structure, the number of measurements generated in the network for a flat structure is very large. Therefore, we significantly mitigate the impact of measurement load at the expense of a small reduction on the number of covered users. Comparing Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , we observe this trade-off.
Conclusion
This paper has focused on a measurement-based geographic location service of Internet hosts. We aimed at reducing the number of measurements generated in the network by probe machines toward landmarks and hosts to be located. To achieve this goal, we have proposed and evaluated a two-tier hierarchical structure as opposed to the previously adopted flat structure. Results show that the two-tier structure significantly mitigates the impact of measurements in the measurement-based geographic location of Internet hosts. This comes at the expense of a small reduction on the number of covered users. Nevertheless, our evaluation demonstrates that the reduction in the measurement load by far compensates the slight reduction in covered users. The accuracy can be further tuned by adding more lower layer, i.e. localized, measurements. Mitigating measurement impact also favors the scalability of the two-tier proposition, contributing to a more scalable measurement-based geographic location service of Internet hosts. Such a service can be viewed as an underlying infrastructure for the deployment of novel location-aware applications and location-based multimedia services in the Internet.
